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Abstract:  

As one of the most important innovation of the last century is the worldwide web. It is just because it provides the human 

being a different comfort and easiness in so many areas that affect our daily life. The path worldwide web covered so far as 

desktop web is itself a full fledge story from seeds to nuts which is heading toward new streets namely mobile web. So a 

mobile web is not a different concern of the worldwide web. The assimilation of the two facets is collectively a single shell 

named One-Web which is the ultimate vision of the future wave of today. Here in this paper we are presenting the analysis 

of worldwide webs by all its landmark touches under the daily needs. 
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Introduction:  

  

The well known worldwide web has grown so much that it has become now a fundamentally presumed store of 

all problem solutions in almost all areas of the daily life. These days it could be sensed at any moment whenever 

you are not sure about anything and in a role of assist stylist. So your first thought is to just check it out form 

the worldwide web which apparently arise availableness of desktop computer till the last century but now with 

the wide spread of mobile industry we can access the worldwide web from our pocket mobile. Now days the 

desktop web technology is growing and getting more matured as compared to the mobile web which is quite 

new and spreading its roots day by day. Both of these technologies having so much similarities in their 

implementation but they are Quite different from each other. Here in this paper we are providing the analysis 

of each of them and then put in front the ultimate vision of the future that is named as one web. 
 

Propose Standard and Best Practices: 

 

It is very common that web sites are designed in such a way and best practices adopted in such a way that more 

and more customers are being attracted towards these web sites. A good number of developers still believe the 

web development under the influence of machine references. Because these basic things of HTML tagging are 

fast and used everywhere. So it is noticeable point that our mobile applications or devices must portable to these 

sites. Be that as it may, the plan of portable locales is still in its initial years A ( Jakob Nielsen's 2009) study on 

versatile convenience called attention to, clients' prosperity rates when utilizing cell phones to get to versatile 

destinations found the middle value of just 64%, which is very low in contrast with the 80% normal achievement 

rate for clients who access Web destinations on a PC. Although, mobile gaming trend is high but no one take 

care about the web site exploration on mobile format. New standards and best practices will unavoidably emerge 

as versatile site configuration keeps on advancing. As an initial move toward accomplishing this advancement, 

we have taken a gander at how some effective portable destinations as of now contrast from work area Web 

locales. 
 

Factors and basic differences between the desktop web and mobile web: 
 

Standard Tools like Bars, Tabs, and Hypertext 

 

Hypertext is nothing but is a combination of more than one elementary component on website. Yet, we see 

much less hypertext on handheld devices. It is not just because of the reason that they are not interlinked to each 

other, it links instead of appearing on standard tool box. The reason for this is the optimization of mobile 

blueprint for users’ operation of mobile devices with their fingers. On the other hand hypertext is perfect when 
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clients click joins utilizing a pointed gadget on a PC, however tapping connections utilizing your fingers on a 

touch screen cell phone isn't simple. Clients can too effectively enact a connection they didn't expect to tap and 

accidentally arrive on an undesired page. This can prompt an awful client experience. Fitts' law discloses to us 

that the time required to gain an objective territory is an element of the separation to and the size of the objective. 

Greater articles, for example, bars, tabs, or catches enable clients to tap with more exactness. It is basic to make 

the significant items on versatile locales huge and effectively recognizable. 

 

 
Figure 1: A comparative look of google web site under desktop view and mobile view 

 

Text and Graphics 

 

On Web pages, we can utilize designs for a wide range of purposes, for example, advancing, advertising, or 

exploring. In any case, fashioners regularly expel limited time or showcasing illustrations from the structures of 

versatile destinations. There are a few purposes behind this change from numerous to barely any designs. One 

explanation is that some cell phones don't bolster the product we generally use for work area Web website 

structure. Different reasons incorporate the little screen sizes of cell phones and the constrained accessible screen 

land in which to show content, just as the moderate download speeds on cell phones. 
 

Contextual and Global Navigation 

 

Work area Web locales regularly utilize different types of route. Some of them are worldwide and stay reliable 

over a site, while others are relevant and change contingent upon where clients are on a site. Nonetheless, while 

worldwide route is basic on versatile destinations, logical route isn't. The primary explanation behind the decrease 

of worldwide and logical route on portable locales is the restricted screen on cell phones. Be that as it may, an 

absence of worldwide and relevant route may make clients wind up in the center of no place, not knowing where 

they are. Hence, it's basic to diminish chain of importance while sorting out the substance on portable destinations, 

so clients don't need to burrow also profoundly to complete things. They ought to have the option to accomplish 

what they need to achieve before getting lost. 
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Content Prioritization 

 

In contrast with the plan of Web locales for PCs (regularly, for a 1024 x 768 screen goals) the greatest test in 

planning a Web website for a PDA with a (320 x 480 and so forth) screen goals is the manner by which to adapt 

to this emotional distinction in screen size without giving up the client experience. While work area Web 

destinations frequently contain a wide scope of substance, portable locales as a rule incorporate just the most 

critical capacities, highlights and substance that clients are well on the way to require when seeing a website 

utilizing a cell phone. Which may directs a ton from a substance advancement point of view, or a site's design and 

screen formats. 

 
Vertical Instead of Horizontal Navigation 

 

Flat route, similar to that on the is a generally acknowledged methods for organizing and displaying content on 

work area Web destinations. Clients check a route bar from left to right, at that point click a connect to go to an 

alternate area of a site. At the point when a route bar is at the highest point of a page, clients can commonly more 

effectively center around page content as opposed to their being outwardly pulled in to the route bar as an 

afterthought. Be that as it may, vertical route has supplanted even route on huge numbers of the versatile 

destinations. 

 
Breadcrumbs 

 

On work area Web locales, breadcrumbs are a successful method for consoling clients they are on the correct page 

and enable them to backtrack on their navigational. They bode well for enormous, various leveled Web locales 

with heaps of various substance at numerous levels in a chain of command. In any case, breadcrumbs infrequently 

show up on mobiles destinations, and there is generally no need for them. Constrained space is one explanation 

breadcrumbs are remarkable on versatile locales. In any case, the principle factor is that the plan of portable 

destinations keeps clients from diving excessively deep into a pecking order to discover what they are searching 

for. 
 

Progress Indicator 

 

While working with websites using desktop, user has to gone through certain phases to complete the registration 

of forms and while in the process of filling the form progress indicator always shown in the desktop area. This is 

somewhat looks helpful for user or we can say new user but in case of mobile applicant this becomes a tight task 

for developer. Again, limited space is the main reason. 

 

Utilize elective ways to deal with gain clients mindful of their ground without an advancement marker. For 

instance, rather than utilizing catches with understood activities, for example, Next or Continue, use catches with 

unequivocal names that advise clients precisely what the subsequent stage is. Clients still get data about where 

they are in a procedure and what's in store at the subsequent stage. 
 

Integration with Phone Functions 

 

Advanced cells are specialized gadgets, so making telephone calls is their most essential capacity. While portable 

stages place numerous constraints on structure and substance, they likewise open up new open doors that 

conventional Web destinations can't give. For instance, there is better reconciliation with telephone capacities, for 

example, direct calling and content informing, which gives versatile locales a chance to encourage requesting 

items by telephone or send limited time instant messages. 
 

Localized & Personalized Search 

  

Another zone of chance that is remarkable to portable locales is the utilization of geo-area administrations or 

backing. While this innovation has been accessible for quite a while, just over the most recent five years has it 

picked up footing in the buyer commercial center. Presently, it is typical for portable applications and Web locales 

to exploit this usefulness by incorporating it into esteem including administrations, for example, versatile hunt.  
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Numerous cell phones can consequently distinguish where clients are and give them neighborhood list items. This 

capacity offers amazing open doors for organizations to advance their items or administrations dependent on an 

individual's nearness to their place of business and their quick purpose. 
 

Conclusion: 

 

So as we have realized that there are many particular concentric points and features which let the mobile web as 

with a separate concern from the desktop web. But both of the technologies are just two branches of the same root 

i.e. World Wide Web. So fundamentally there should be only version saved for a particular web. No separate 

mobile version to be maintained for the mobile user and for this a complete content, resource and platform 

adaptation of web by different mobile devices has to be achieved on the real time with user access to web. This 

idea is not new but still is in infancy and bit labor intensive. With respect to contents particularly This can be 

achieved by the adapting any of techniques listed below 
 

 Client side Content Adaptation 

 Sever side Adaptation 

 Responsive Design 

 Mobile first Responsive Design 

 Hybrid Adaptation. 

 

With the adaptation of any of above techniques we can minimize the fundamental differences to a greater extent 

and can achieve complete awaited goal of one web which serve the society with universal availability of all web 

contents any time anywhere on any device which is the most awaited goal for web today. 
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